Industrial wastewater treatment in a new gas-induced ozone reactor.
The present work was to investigate industrial wastewater treatment by ozonation in a new gas-induced reactor in conjunction with chemical coagulation pretreatment. The reactor was specifically designed in a fashion that gas induction was created on the liquid surface by the high-speed action of an impeller turbine inside a draft tube to maximize the ozone gas utilization. A new design feature of the present reactor system was a fixed granular activated carbon (GAC) bed packed in a circular compartment between the reactor wall and the shaft tube. The fixed GAC bed provided additional adsorption and catalytic degradation of organic pollutants. Combination of the fixed GAC bed and ozonation results in enhanced oxidation of organic pollutants. In addition to enhanced pollutant oxidation, ozonation was found to provide in situ GAC regeneration that was considered crucial in the present reaction system. Kinetic investigations were also made using a proposed complex kinetic model to elucidate the possible oxidation reaction mechanisms of the present gas-induced ozonation system. As a complementary measure, chemical coagulation pretreatment was found able to achieve up to 50% COD and 85% ADMI removal. Experimental tests were conducted to identify its optimum operating conditions.